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Theatre Anu on the Tempelhof Airfield

DREAMER

©Theater Anu

Premiere: 09. August 2018

The population of a village is perplexed by weird happenings. Constantly
confusing things are happening, which cannot be explained by pure reason: a
rabbit infestation of unforeseen extent, a hairy man- half human, half animalsits in a cage and noone has its key.
Everything has come unhinged and all attempts to control these occurences
fail. Only a traveller, who invites the villagers to take part in an experiment
containing a wonderous apparatus, can give an incline of an explanation. There
seems to be someone on the "other side" who seems to be dreaming up the
village, its population and all of its fantastic and disturbing circumstances.
Who though is the dreamer? What happened to him that he dreams such
disturbing scenes? And what will the consequences be when he awakens?
Theatre Anu has created a new graphic play set in a dream. Theatre,
interaction, videoart, sculptures created by light and an extraordinary sound
concept are interwoven in an innovative fashion.
DREAMER creates a new fantastic world, a philosophical cosmos, which
surrounds the ideas of male identity. The myth of the strong gender has
become worn out, the expectations with which society confronts men have
changed. We know exactly what he shouldn't be but still we don't have any
forms of articulating our wishes and needs concerning a strong male identity.
Initiation no longer matters. Male members of society wish to be great
magicians, warriors or kings, great men bearing halos illuminating their dark
surroundings. Sometime though the night around them shall end. And that is
the time that he will have wished to have freed himself be it just in a dream
unleashing the wild man inside.
One individual, two moments a multitude of possibilities... DREAMER.
Idea and Concept Bille Behr, Stefan Behr, Martin Thoms | Scenography Martin
Thoms | Sound Johannes Gärtner | Director and Choreography Bille Behr |
Appearing Bärbel Aschenberg, Bille Behr, Irene Fas Fita, Jacek Klinke, Markus
Moiser, Lina Marie Rohde | Communikation k3 berlin – Kontor für Kultur und
Kommunikation

Premiere:
09. August 2018, 9:30 pm
Further Performances:
10.-12. August 2018, 9:30 pm
and
16.-19. August 2018, 9:30 pm
Duration:
90 minutes
Venue:
Tempelhof Airfield, Berlin
Entrance Columbiadamm,
Green field at beer garden „Lustgarten“

Important:
Please note that all other entrances to
the Tempelhof airfield will be closed at
9.30 pm. Come straight to the main
entrance of Columbiadamm!
Tickets:
24 € | reduced 16 €
Reservations:
https://theateranu.de/anuwelten/dreamer/berlintempelhofer-feld/
Information:
www.theater-anu.de
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Theatre Anu
The theatre company has been researching poetical forms of theatre in public
spaces for over ten years. Its the fifth year following that Anu is playing on the
Tempelhof Airfield. Berlin and its audience have known Anu since 2009, the
anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, where they produced their play ANGEL
OVER BERLIN. The connnection between installation and theatre acting makes
their plays a place where multilayered experiences may be gathered. The
border between stage and purveyor dissolves. Whoever wishes to immerse
themselves in their poetic worlds experiences truly shocking atmospheres and
figures of unexpected grotesque and vivid life.
Founded in Heppenheim the company has relocated its seat to Berlin in 2007.
Since then it has cooperated with over 25 actors and artists to envision and
realize their venture under careful and everwatchful scrutiny of the directors
Bille and Stefan Behr. Parks, Plazas and special venues – including Churches,
Tunnels or Industrial complexes - , have thus opened themselves to Anus magic
and are shown in all their splendour. If in Germany or Europe every year many
thousands of visitors are enthralled by Anus poetic worlds.

How to Reach us:
U7 | Südstern
10 minutes to entrance Columbiadamm
Bus 104 | Friedhöfe Columbiadamm or
Golßener Straße
1-3 minutes to entrance
Columbiadamm
With Car | A 100, departure
Tempelhofer Damm
Tempelhofer Damm and
Columbiadamm
.
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